When right is all that is left: plasticity of right-hemisphere tracts in a young aphasic patient
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Using an adapted version of Melodic Intonation Therapy (MIT), we treated an adolescent girl with a very large left-hemisphere lesion and severe nonfluent aphasia secondary to an ischemic stroke. At the time of her initial assessment 15 months after her stroke, she had reached a plateau in her recovery despite intense and long-term traditional speech-language therapy (approximately five times per week for more than one year). Following an intensive course of treatment with our adapted form of MIT, her performance improved on both trained and untrained phrases, as well as on speech and language tasks. These behavioral improvements were accompanied by functional MRI changes in the right frontal lobe as well as by an increased volume of white matter pathways in the right hemisphere. No increase in white matter volume was seen in her healthy twin sister, who was scanned twice over the same time period. This case study not only provides further evidence for MIT’s effectiveness, but also indicates that intensive treatment can induce functional and structural changes in a right-hemisphere fronto-temporal network.
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Introduction

First described nearly 40 years ago as a treatment for nonfluent aphasia,1,2 melodic intonation therapy (MIT) was based on the clinical observation that individuals with severe nonfluent aphasia can often sing phrases that they cannot speak.3,4 MIT capitalizes on this preserved ability by using words or phrases intoned (sung) on two pitches to exaggerate the natural prosody of speech. Over the course of treatment, patients are guided through a hierarchical series of steps designed to increase fluency while decreasing dependence on therapist support.5,6 The original developers of MIT suggested that the treatment worked by engaging language-capable right-hemisphere regions to compensate for the damaged left hemisphere.1,2 To further encourage right-hemisphere activity and emphasize the production of each syllable, MIT also includes a motoric element, left hand-tapping, which may help to engage a right-hemispheric sensorimotor network shared by hand and articulatory actions.7,8 Functional neuroimaging studies have sought to determine whether improvements seen with MIT are in fact associated with increased right-hemisphere activity. The findings have been mixed.9,10 This inconsistency is most likely due to differences in patient characteristics (e.g., lesion size and location, aphasia diagnosis [Broca's vs. global], time post-onset, etc.) as well as variations in study design (e.g., post-treatment assessment only, cross-sectional studies of singing without actual treatment, longitudinal treatment studies with pre- and postassessments, etc.).

In a recently published case series, we used diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to demonstrate an association between increases in a right-hemisphere fiber tract and improvements in verbal output following treatment with MIT. The case series included six adult patients with nonfluent aphasia secondary to
Structural plasticity of right arcuate fasciculus to left-hemisphere strokes. These patients showed increases in both volume and number of fibers of the right arcuate fasciculus (AF, a fiber tract that connects the superior temporal lobe to the inferior frontal gyrus and motor/premotor regions in a reciprocal way) that corresponded with speech output improvements after intense, long-term treatment. In the current single case study, we aimed to determine whether functional and structural brain changes could also be observed in a young adolescent girl whose extensive left-hemisphere lesion included the middle and posterior cerebral artery territories and encompassed the classical Broca’s and Wernicke’s regions. This lesion left the patient, LF, with a nonfluent aphasia, and surprisingly, relatively unimpaired comprehension. In addition, we sought to determine whether plasticity processes would differ in this young patient compared to the previously described group of adult patients because it has been suggested in the literature that recovery processes may be influenced by developmental trajectory. To explore the neural basis of speech and language recovery, we assessed LF’s functional communication abilities at several time points before, during, and after treatment and related them to functional and structural imaging changes. We also tracked her improvement on production of trained and untrained phrases during treatment. LF has a healthy twin sister who served as a control case. Her identical twin underwent two DTI studies at time points that corresponded to the interval between LF’s baseline and Post80 scans. LF was scanned more frequently and also had a long-term outcome measure.

Our goals were to: (1) test the efficacy of our adaptation of MIT for a patient who did not meet the traditional inclusion criteria for this treatment; and (2) to investigate which structural and functional changes might support MIT-induced improvement when no viable left-hemisphere areas remain to support recovery of speech function.

Methods
Patient
Prior to an ischemic stroke, LF was a healthy, right-handed 11-year-old girl with no significant events in her medical history. Her stroke resulted in a very large left-hemisphere lesion (Fig. 1A). The cause of LF’s stroke remains unclear despite an

---

**Figure 1.** Structural MRI and functional MRI. (A) T1-weighted images of LF’s brain, showing the large left-hemisphere lesion. (B) Post40 > Baseline, showing regions of greater activation after 40 treatment sessions with MIT compared to baseline. (C) Post40 > Post80, showing regions of greater activation after 40 treatment sessions compared to after 80 sessions. (D) Baseline > Post80, showing regions of greater activation at baseline compared to after 80 sessions. For functional images, yellow indicates regions of highest activation (thresholded at $P < 0.001$, uncorrected). Areas of activation are superimposed on a spatially standardized normal brain. All contrasts compare speaking > silence between time points.
extensive work-up done in the acute phase post stroke. No dissection, vasculitis, or hypercoagula-
ble state was detected. Furthermore, her cardiac work-up was negative. Thus, her stroke was clas-
sified as one of undetermined etiology. When we first evaluated LF at age 12, 15 months poststroke, she had already received 15 months of intensive traditional speech therapy (at least five times per week). Her nonverbal IQ, as measured with Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices,13 was mildly im-
paired (28/36; norms are only available through age 11). Qualitatively, her speech was nonfluent and agrammatic, with notable word-finding difficulties. Word-finding difficulties were documented in her performance on the Boston Naming Test,14 in which she scored 17/60. Her repetition was moderately im-
paired (8/10 on the Word Repetition and 1/2 on the Sentence Repetition subtests of the Boston Diagnos-
tic Aphasia Examination, BDAE;15 40th percentile), and her auditory comprehension was relatively pre-
served (34/37 on the BDAE Word Comprehension, 15/15 on Following Commands, and 9/12 on Com-
plex Ideational Material). On the Apraxia Battery for Adults–2nd edition (ABA-2),16 LF’s levels of impairment varied across subtests from “None” to “Severe,” but severe deficits were only seen on the repetition of long words and sentences. Somewhat surprisingly considering the size of her lesion, there was no evidence of nonspeech oral apraxia or limb apraxia. Overall, her profile was consistent with a diagnosis of Broca’s aphasia.

**Experimental design**

A multiple baseline design was used to evaluate treatment efficacy in terms of improvement on pro-
duction of trained versus untrained target phrases. Functional communication abilities were also as-
essed over time using a picture description task and a semistructured conversational interview. Per-
formance on these functional communication tasks was documented prior to the initiation of treatment (Baselines 1–3), midway through treatment (after 40 treatment sessions; Post40), at the conclusion of treatment (Post80), and one month after the conclusion of treatment (Maintenance). Baselines 1 and 2 were separated by four months, and Baselines 2 and 3 were separated by one month. Functional Magnetic Resonance Imagine (fMRI), used to as-
ss cortical activity during the repetition of spoken phrases, was performed at Baseline, Post40, Post80, and Maintenance. At Baseline, Post40, Post80, and one year after the conclusion of treatment (1year-
Post), the size and integrity of fiber tracts associated with speech and language processing were measured using DTI. LF’s healthy identical twin sister served as a control for the DTI measures, undergoing scans at two time points that spanned the course of LF’s treatment (corresponding to Baseline and Post80).

**Treatment**

LF underwent an intensive course of adapted MIT, attending five 1.5-h treatment sessions per week for 16 weeks, totaling 80 sessions (120 hours of treat-
ment). Sessions followed a format consistent with the original MIT methodology, with target phrases trained using a hierarchical series of steps that have been described in detail elsewhere.7 The clinician presented a stimulus picture as a visual cue with each target phrase. Sentences were intoned (sung) on two pitches, while the clinician tapped LF’s left hand once per syllable.

Treatment was divided into two phases, with 60 trained phrases per phase. Each phase was subdi-
vided into two levels of difficulty (a and b). Dur-
ing Phase I, LF was introduced to the principles of MIT as it is applied in our clinic.7 Accordingly, she was instructed to use inner rehearsal (i.e., “hear
the phrase in your head before you sing it loud”) and was encouraged to use a slow, steady rate with continuous voicing. Phrases trained during Phase Ia consisted of four, six, and eight syllables, while those trained during Phase Ib contained either eight or ten syllables.

Phase II treatment followed the same general structure as Phase I, but added another element: an emphasis on syntax. Because LF had so readily mas-
tered phrases in Phase I yet still lacked fluency, our rationale for placing special emphasis on structure and sequence in Phase II was to further improve LF’s fluency while targeting other areas of difficulty (i.e., gender-specific pronouns, prepositions, etc.) for re-
medication. By the end of Phase I, LF had succeeded in consistently singing, using a slower rate, and con-
necting her speech during treatment. Although her conversational speech had improved, it was still no-
tably agrammatic, requiring the listener to interpret LF’s telegraphic utterances and/or ask questions for clarification. Phase II was designed to reinforce the MIT principles introduced during Phase I as well as emphasize and train selected syntactic structures. During Phase IIa, the target phrases consisted of 10 intransitive verb sentences (e.g., “She is sneezing”),
10 direct object sentences (e.g., “He is feeding the cat”), and 10 sentences with prepositional phrases (e.g., “They are sledding down the hill”). During Phase IIb, the target phrases consisted of 20 sentences with prepositional phrases and 10 sentences with both direct objects and prepositional phrases (e.g., “She is playing a card game with her mom”).

**Behavioral data: treatment probes**
Probes were conducted after every eight treatment sessions, with six probes during Phase I and four during Phase II. The probe task was repetition: the clinician intoned the target phrase while tapping, and LF was cued to repeat the target. Trained phrases were randomly interspersed with untrained phrases. In Phase I, trained and untrained phrases were matched on phrase length (number of syllables) and number of closed-class words. In Phase II, phrases were matched on phrase length and argument structure of the main verb.

**Behavioral data: functional speech and language**
Language samples obtained from the picture description and semistructured conversational interview were transcribed and scored. Picture description was presented as a timed task and assessed in terms of communicative efficiency; therefore, performance was measured as the number of correct information units (CIUs) per minute. CIUs are defined as words that are informative, accurate, and relevant. The interview was assessed for LF’s ability to produce connected speech and share the conversational burden. These elements were quantified, respectively, as syllables per phrase and CIUs per conversational turn. Twenty-five percent of the language samples were double-scored by a trained research assistant. Interrater agreement was >85% for all measures.

**fMRI stimuli and MR data acquisition**
For the fMRI task, LF heard two-syllable words or phrases spoken or sung at the rate of one syllable/sec. Following the presentation of each word/phrase, LF repeated what she had heard after an auditory cue. In the control condition, LF waited for the auditory cue, and then took a breath as if she planned to speak or sing, but remained silent. The fMRI paradigm and data acquisition methods were described in detail previously.

**fMRI data analysis**
fMRI data were analyzed using the SPM5 software package. Preprocessing was done as previously described. A left-hemisphere lesion mask was used to restrict the analysis to brain tissue outside of the large lesion area because any task-related signal changes in the lesioned area would have to have been an artifact due, most likely, to changes in brain pulsation or fluid changes in the pseudocystic area.

A design matrix for each imaging time point was modeled to look at the speaking versus silence (control) condition. In order to look at between-time points effects, we entered contrasts into a fixed-effects design matrix for two imaging time points at a time.

**Preprocessing and probabilistic tractography of DTI data**
The preprocessing and fiber tracking was done with FSL version 4.1.4. In order to correct for eddy currents and head motion, a 3D affine registration was applied, followed by brain extraction. We then fitted a diffusion tensor model at each voxel using FSL’s FMRIB diffusion toolbox to calculate tract volume. Fiber tracking was performed using a probabilistic tractography method based on a multifiber model, and applied using tractography routines implemented in FSL’s FDT toolkit.

We considered two fiber tracts in LF’s right hemisphere that, in the left hemisphere, have been associated with speech and language processing: the arcuate fasciculus (AF) and the uncinate fasciculus (UF). We assessed these same two fiber tracts in the right hemisphere of LF’s twin sister. We have previously described details of the anatomical definitions of the AF and UF. In order to account for possible variations in scan quality across scanning sessions, the AF and UF were normalized to the volume of the right-hemisphere corticospinal tract of each twin at each time point. For details on the definition and reconstruction of the corticospinal tract, see our publications by Lindenberg et al. and Zhu et al. The volumes of the various Regions of Interests (ROIs) used to define the tracts did not differ significantly between time points within either sister.

**Results**

**Treatment probes**
LF showed improvement on both the trained and untrained phrases, but with a consistently
steeper slope of improvement on the trained items (Fig. 2).

**Functional speech and language measures**
LF’s levels of ability to produce fluent speech in conversation (syllables/phrase) and share the conversational burden (CIUs/conversational turn) were stable at baseline, improved notably with treatment, and demonstrated reasonable maintenance of treatment gains (Fig. 3). In contrast, while LF’s ability to efficiently describe pictures (CIUs/min) also improved over time, the steepest slope of improvement occurred between the second and third baseline measures, prior to treatment, but the treatment phase still showed pronounced improvements beyond the changes seen in this measure during baseline assessments.

**fMRI data**
The contrasts revealing activation in right-hemisphere frontotemporal regions were Post40 > Baseline, Post40 > Post80, Post40 > Maintenance, Baseline > Post80, and Baseline > Maintenance. Since regions of activation were essentially identical at Post80 and Maintenance, only the contrasts between Baseline, Post40, and Post80 are shown (Fig. 1B–D). There was an increase in activation in right supplementary motor areas after approximately eight weeks of treatment (Post40), but this additional activation slightly decreased after an additional eight weeks of treatment. The Baseline > Post80 contrast showed higher levels of activation in the right posterior middle temporal gyrus (MTG), occipital cortex, and possibly cerebellum.

**DTI data**
For LF, both the AF and UF increased in volume between the beginning of treatment and the midpoint of treatment. While AF volume continued to increase between the midpoint and the conclusion of treatment, UF volume appeared to decrease somewhat (Fig. 4) during that period. Both the AF and UF increased in volume between the end of treatment and the scan at one-year posttreatment.
Figure 3. Generalization to functional language tasks. Improvement on a measure of fluency: syllables per phrase (A); ability to share the conversational burden, CIUs per conversational turn, during a semistructured conversation (B); and improvement on a measure of communicative efficiency, CIUs per minute, during a picture description task (C).

LF’s healthy twin sister’s DTI studies revealed higher volumes of both AF and UF at the baseline imaging study, but then a slight decrease over time.

Discussion

This study provides additional evidence for the efficacy of MIT in an adolescent with a large left-hemisphere stroke, and it supports the adaptation of MIT for use with a broader range of people with aphasia. LF showed greater improvement on trained phrases than untrained phrases across all treatment phases. Although she also showed improvement on untrained phrases, it was more modest, and likely due in part to generalization. Most importantly, LF showed an increased ability to produce connected speech in conversation and share the conversational burden; these gains are both highly functional and clinically significant. As confirmation of this, family members commented positively on the noticeable gains LF made in her ability to communicate during the course of the treatment.

While the measures of LF’s abilities in conversation showed stable baselines and steep slopes of improvement during treatment, the measure of communicative efficiency during picture description actually showed the steepest slope of improvement between the second and third baselines. We believe that this is a practice effect and, unfortunately, our study design failed to account for the likelihood of such an effect. In an attempt to keep the measures across time points as controlled as possible, we used the same three pictures at every time point. As a consequence, LF learned to efficiently describe these pictures, with the greatest rate of improvement seen between the two testing sessions that were closest in time, Baselines 2 and 3, which were only a month apart.

As revealed by the fMRI data, LF’s pattern of cortical activity during speaking changed over the course of therapy. From baseline to midway through therapy (approximately eight weeks), she showed a strong increase in activation of right posterior middle frontal and inferior frontal areas. This activation then decreased back to baseline levels. While this finding may seem somewhat surprising, it could reflect an increased efficiency of a right-hemisphere frontotemporal system that, as the DTI data showed, changed markedly during that time. Increased right-hemisphere activation following a left-hemisphere lesion has sometimes been interpreted as maladaptive and a consequence of disinhibition. It has also been suggested that increased right-hemisphere activation may persist in people with very large left-hemisphere lesions in order to compensate for the damaged regions. In LF’s case, though, the biphasic change in activation occurred in the context of continuous behavioral improvement. We therefore suggest that activation increased initially in response to the demands of treatment, but then decreased as processes became more automatized. In
other words, automatization was supported by the upregulation of the right frontotemporal region, which then became more efficient and required less energy.

The structural white matter increases that we observed in the UF and AF must be interpreted with some caution because these data are from a single patient. However, the observed changes in the AF are consistent with our previous findings in adult subjects undergoing intense treatment with MIT. Furthermore, we had an additional degree of experimental control since LF’s healthy twin sister also underwent two DTI scans at time points that corresponded to the interval between LF’s Baseline and Post80 scans. LF’s twin showed higher AF and UF volumes than LF at baseline, presumably because the twin had typical speech while LF had very limited verbal output in the 15 months between the onset of her stroke and our first evaluation of her. While LF showed increases in her tract volumes from Baseline to Post80, her twin showed decreases in both the AF and the UF. With just two time points, we cannot rule out that these differences could be due to either random variation or differences in scan quality. However, we posit that these volume decreases could be due to synaptic pruning occurring during the prepuberty period.

The increases in this young patient’s AF are exceptionally interesting because, in healthy individuals, the left AF links posterior language areas to frontal areas important for motor speech and for the mapping of sounds to motor actions. The observed increases in right AF volume may indicate that this tract can play an important role in mapping speech sounds to motor commands when left-hemisphere pathways are no longer available. Since LF no longer has a left perisylvian region, we believe the right hemisphere must have subsumed the processes that support her speech and language function, and that the increases in right AF volume reflect a stronger link between

Figure 4. Changes in the AF and UF after treatment with MIT. LF’s AF (A) and UF (B) are shown at Baseline, Post40, Post80, and at one-year posttreatment, and (C) volumes for the two tracts are plotted for the same four time points normalized by the corticospinal tract volume of the right hemisphere. For LF’s twin sister, the AF (D) and UF (E) are shown at time points 1 and 2, and (F) relative volumes for these tracts are plotted over time. Time points 1 and 2 for LF’s twin sister were separated by approximately four months, to match the interval between LF’s Baseline and Post80 scans, which is the period during which the maximal structural change occurred.
posterior sensory language areas, now presumably located in the right hemisphere, and frontal motor regions.

Although this degree of plasticity might appear surprising, LF's case is rather exceptional in that she is young and has so little left-hemisphere tissue remaining. Thus, it is clear that any observed improvements in speech and language function must be supported by the right hemisphere. It seems likely that LF's age was an important factor in her marked recovery. The impact of age at time of brain insult is a complex issue, since this variable apparently interacts with many others. While some researchers and clinicians have stated that age six is the end of a critical period for language acquisition, at which time language function is firmly instantiated in the left hemisphere, there is evidence that the left-lateralization of language function occurs gradually throughout childhood, at least through age 11 (Ref. 32). The present study provides further evidence that marked plasticity is possible into early adolescence. Some researchers have even suggested that large unilateral lesions may force inter-hemispheric transfer and lead to better functional outcomes than would be seen with moderate-sized lesions. While LF was still noticeably aphasic after treatment concluded, her improvements in fluency were remarkable.
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